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Objectives:

The British Human Power Club was formed to foster all aspects of human-powered vehicles - air,
land & water - for competitive, recreational and utility activities, to stimulate innovation in design and development in all
spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities. A twisted firestarter,
d'you say, Mr. Flint?
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Q: Who said: "It is better to be uninformed than ill -informed".
(In spite of this, the Editor reserves the right to talk rubbish...)

Letters, articles, pictures, Blenheim Palace, etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor
at the address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file
formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or Word easiest to cope with), but if
you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

The Editor Goes "Bong"...
Kingcycle RIP
Following on from Miles Kingsbury's comments last summer, concerning the drop-off in sales of recumbent bicycles in general and the Kingcycle in particular, well, I had the following letter from Miles the other
day:
"We are sorry to advise that due to lack of sales and positive interest and after long deliberation, we have
decided not to make any more Kingcycle S.W.B recumbent cycles. Please accept our apologies for any
inconvenience caused to you, but we can find no alternative to this decision.
While stocks last we will continue to supply spare parts for this cycle, but we must inform you that we no
longer have any front tyres size 450 x 28A [18"] , and although the search continues, our attempts so far
to find a substitute have been negative. Meanwhile we understand that both Kevin Dunseath of D-Tek,
telephone number 01353 648177, fax number: 01353 648777, and St John Street Cycles. telephone
number: 01278 423632 have healthy stocks of this tyre and you are advised to contact them for any that
you may need. We would be pleased to hear from you if you find any other source of this tyre so that we
can pass on details.
The Kingcycle company will continue to exist for the purpose of supplying the world renowned TrainerTester and the development of unique human powered vehicles..."
The stuff about the tyres doesn't concern the Editorial Team, as both ours run on 17" Moultons, but
should anyone know of alternative suppliers of the 450x28A tyres, please let either myself or Miles know.
Alternatively, you could try one of the solutions pictured below:

More On Tyres
At the Hetton / Darlington weekend
last year, Andy Harrington showed
up with a Schwalbe 540x25 tyre on
the back of his Speedy. As the Editorial Kingcycle is no pampered
racer, but is subjected to over a
hundred miles a week over the rubbish-strewn streets of Our Nation's
Capital, punctures are a frequent
occurrence, and as the tread on the
Schwalbe looked rather more substantial than that on the
From the AGM meeting, two Hutchinsons which are normal
methods of fitting a 406 front wheel wear on the tail end of a Kingcycle,
on a suspended Kingcycle. Left: I decided to give then a try. The
Ian Sheen. Above: Iain James
first one destroyed itself disappointingly early, but I think this was my
fault and not the tyre's. Since returning to work after the Christmas / New Year holiday I haven't had a
rear puncture and the tyre looks rather healthier than I would have expected a Hutchinson to be after a
similar mileage. Rolling resistance is possibly a touch higher, but it's difficult to be certain without conducting back-to-back tests. And I can't be bothered. Being light grey in colour, one would expect the tyre
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to be soft and grippy like certain mountain bike ones, but in fact the reverse seems to be true - the back
end of the bike feels rather twitchy, especially in the wet. Plus if the bike is parked on a concrete surface,
the thin black stripe on the sidewall makes it look from a distance as though the tyre is flat. Most disconcerting...

Another Product Endorsement...Not!
Here is what to do if you are tempted to use Finish Line KryTech Chain Wax Lubricant on your transmission. Don't. A chronology of events follows:
Friday:
Chain in need of lubrication. Old can of chain lube empty. Visit bike shop, purchase can
of Finish Line KryTech Chain Wax Lubricant. On return home, apply Finish Line KryTech
Chain Wax Lubricant liberally to drive train.
Monday:
Twenty mile round trip in nice well-lubricated silence.
Tuesday:
Half way to work. Become aware of squeaking noise from rear derailleur. By the time
Editor reaches home same evening, rear mech sounds as though family of mice have
moved in. Re-lube rear mech.
Wednesday: See Monday.
Thursday:
Rodents return. Moreover, chain guide pulley also making odd noises. Add further
Finish Line KryTech Chain Wax Lubricant to moving parts.
Friday:
As Monday.
Monday:
See Tuesday. And so on for the rest of the week.
On the Friday I bought a can of GT85 (half the price of Finish Line KryTech Chain Wax Lubricant). This
seems to have evicted the rodents, and so far has not destroyed the O-ring on the chain guide pulley
either...

Another (Slightly
Misguided?) Invention
Ian Hague spotted this in
"The Times" on February
12th. The accompanying
article is reproduced below.
Does it work? Possibly. Is
it legal for UCI-sanctioned
racing? Almost certainly
not. Would you want to be
seen in something like that?
OK, probably the wrong
question to ask in this publication... Incidentally, can
anyone enlighten me as to the cause of the remaining 15% of aerodynamic drag?

How cyclists can go like bat out of Hell
By Nick Nuttall, Technology Correspondent.
FORGET lycra shorts and aerodynamic helmets, cyclists wanting to boost their speed can catch the wind
with a pair of bat-style wings.
Pulled tight around the cyclist, the triangular wings streamline headwinds sliding the air over the arms
and down the pedaller's back, according to the inventor. With a tail wind the cyclist merely unfurls the
wings like a ship's sail to harness the air flows from behind to push him or her along.
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The lightweight wings are anchored to the rider's midriff and kept tight by cords attached to the cyclist's
thumbs.
The idea is the brainchild of Robert Sabin of Long Island, New York who has filed a world patent application at the Patent Office in Newport, Gwent.
It describes the invention as a "garment for aerodynamic assistance of the propulsion of a rider-propelled
vehicle" intended for use by "recreational, mountain, touring or racing bicyclists". Mr. Sabin says: "The
garment enhances the aerodynamic efficiency of the rider when directed into head winds or against
cross winds.
"And it provides thrust to propel the vehicle and rider, serving as sails, in cross winds or tail winds."
He points out that advances such as aero-frames, streamlined helmets and tight-fitting skin suits had not
solved the problem of aerodynamic drag for the bicycle rider. Typically the rider represented about 64 per
cent of aerodynamic drag and the bicycle a mere 21 per cent.
Mr. Sabin's invention has been reported in New Scientist (spotted by John Lafford; thanks John - Ed.).
He says: "An advantage of the invention is that, under influence of certain directions of the wind, the
device provides a positive thrust to assist the bicyclist in propelling the bicycle either to move at a faster
pace or to maintain a speed with less effort by the cyclist"
If you should happen to be interested in patents connected with the reduction of aerodynamic drag on
"rider-propelled vehicles", a rather better read is the patent submitted for the Vector faired trikes some
time in 1981. I found it fascinating anyway. This can be found on the 'net at:
http://patent.womplex.ibm.com/details?patent_number=4410198.

More Stuff About Going Fast
Following the recent management changes at the IHPVA, I received my first copies of "HPV News" and
"Human Power" for absolutely ages not so long ago. The former contains a good article by Robert
Lafleur, who has been the only fully-faired competitor from North America to make it to the World
Championships held on this side of the Big Ditch. Apart from crediting me with the ownership of Mr.
Secretary Donaldson's Wasp, there's some interesting data on the effort required to maintain your speed
on a short velodrome, such as was used in Köln last year. He says: "There are many peculiarities about
a velodrome and here's one. The laps are very short, only 250 metres, so you must absolutely follow the
black line at the bottom of the track which marks the exact spot when you reach 250 metres. Every metre
outside this line for one lap adds 2.51% to the distance. I had noticed that at about 3m above the black
line it was comfortable riding at 66 km/h, but if you add the penalty of the extra distance you do on every
lap, this 66 km/h translates to 61.97 km/h. So at 62 km/h staying near the black line was still the best
option". In the 1km time-trial, Laurent Chapuis was hitting 76 km/h, but to maintain this speed he was
about 5m above the black line, which translates to a 67 km/h lap speed.
Moreover, the additional effort required to turn bike and rider through 180 degrees has a significant effect;
Robert calculates the extra effort required knocks your average speed down from 63 km/h to 56. Thus
the really quick guys like Ymte Sybrandy and Laurent Chapuis were turning laps at 72 km/h, but would
have been covering the ground at 77 km/h according to their speedos, while the effort required would
have seen them at 81 km/h on level ground. Food for thought for anyone planning to set records in that
kind of speed range.

Blast From The Past
I had an unexpected phone call the other day, from none other than Peter Selby, the Organisatorial brains
behind such events as Thamesmead and Milton Keynes back in the mid-eighties. He says that his
interest these days focusses mainly toward the air and water side of human-powered mobility (i.e. those
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about which I know little or nothing and on which I receive minimal material), and promises to let us know
of any interesting developments in these fields. Which does, however, lead nicely on to...

Raven
You may have seen an item on the Raven human-powered aircraft on "Tomorrow's World" towards the
end of last year. It's being built in Seattle by a team led by Boeing engineers Paul Illian and Heather
Constantino, with a view to setting new distance and endurance records for human-powered flight - they
are hoping to fly at least 100 miles across Puget Sound, between British Columbia and Washington state.

As can be seen from the pictures, Raven looks
rather different from previous record-breaking craft,
which tended to resemble a fully-faired LWB
recumbent bike with wings. The wingspan is 34m
and the unladen mass 34 kg, and it is hoped that it
will be able to cruise at approximately 32 km/h at
an altitude of 6m. At present, the craft is undergoing
unmanned flight tests, with a view to attempting the
record next winter. There's a whole lot more
information on the IHPVA's web site; point and click
your way to http://www.ihpva.org/raven/

Recumbent UK

Images © The Raven Project

The first issue of the above has appeared, with issue 2 hopefully to be out by the time this magazine goes
to the printers. First impressions are of a very professional publication (and I'm not just saying that coz
Tina is one of the contributors...) We wish the Richards all the best.

This Issue...
...is traditionally a hard one to fill - no racing, no touring, in fact no events of any type (OK, OK, there was
Manchester...) and everyone too busy coming up with new machinery for the forthcoming season to think
of helping out their poor miserable Editor. Which is why this issue features some more-or-less "technical"
items gleaned, in the main, from other HPV publications - I hope they're of some interest.

Membership Matters
It's that time of year again! Please see the insert from Uncle Dennis...

And Finally
The logo on the right was attached to our Christmas tree! Honest!!
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It's Your Letters, It's Your Letters!
Peter Cox
c/o Dept. TRS
University College Chester
Cheyney Road
CHESTER
CH1 4BJ
Dear Dave & Tina
A few disparate things for the newsletter
First:
I was searching the books in print guide CD-ROM for titles and came across the following gem:
Thomas C Wright, Electrosurgery for HPV-related diseases of the Lower
genital tract. Practical handbook for diagnosis and treatment by loop
electrosurgical & fulgration procedures. (Igaku Shoin Med Pubs, USA, Dec’
‘92, ISBN 09696002-0-8)
Second:
Since I now appear to be the BHPC Librarian, I thought I’d make sure you’ve got my current address and
let you know what I think might be done with a library.
To start with, if anyone can let me have back issues of the BHPC news, I’ll put together a ‘best of’ on the
technical front. This could act as a compendium of lessons learned and mistakes avoided. If I print them
up just as needed or store them on disk as RTF files, then anyone can have a copy on receipt of Sae +
disk or say 3 first class stamps.
The other thing would be to put together a history of HPV’s in this country. I see this as an ongoing project
- including anything and everything we collectively can lay our hands on, built up over time. This could
also include an index (and source if people want) of magazine reviews and comment etc. This is obviously a long-term project but one that I think is worth pursuing, if only as a useful (historical?) archive.
Again this would be available on disc or hardcopy produced on request.
If anyone has other items that they’d like to see from (or forming) a library, then please let me know and
I can try and see if they’re feasible.
Third:
Some thoughts on the race programme. Before saying anything else I had a whale of a time last year in
my first season of taking part as a competitor and look forward to this year whatever the format.
It seems to me that there are two input factors: 1) machine, 2) human and a question as to the purpose of
racing. Taking the machine first, why do we race? Presumably to help foster the aims of the club, i.e. “to
stimulate innovation in design and development, and this is spread over three wider objectives - Competitive, recreational and utility. When any of us buys or builds an HPV, it involves a degree of choice and
of compromise between these elements. For instance, my own Lune low-rider was a compromise between a race vehicle and a utility/recreational machine capable of carrying full panniers and camping
gear.
Last year’s worlds and this year’s Euro’s show a nice mix of elements - 1k, 4k, flying 200m, Crit + Road
race. Given that we concentrate on crits then we have a bias towards machines with a good compromise
between all out speed and a reasonable, if limited, degree of handling: roughly approximating the manoeuvrability required for general road use. To foster the wider development, including the recreational
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and utility bits of the aims, then competitive formats need to be as wide as possible to push at those limits.
We know roughly the kind of thing you build if you really want to go fast: fully faired, rigid, minimum frontal
profile and surface area. Anything else is playing with a delicate set of compromises. It is this these
compromises that produce diversity. My own machine is very enjoyable for 200km Audax events, for
example, but these I can do outside of the BHPC meetings. BHPC events should provide the sort of
activity that cannot be found elsewhere.
The Engine: If my only concern was to get fit, stay fit, better myself, then I would choose another sport
which has more regular events within easier travelling distance. Doing evening 10’s with the local racing
club is fine to give me a general comparison with my own fitness. If I want to do the same course on my
recumbent, then I simply do so on another night of the week to produce even more sets of figures to run
comparisons with.
BHPC meets give me a chance to test my design skill, race skills and human fitness against others. This
is a very complex mix of factors. Real comparison is virtually impossible except by comparing my personal results with each other over consecutive years on each particular track as Roy makes clear. Thus
the biggest bonus of BHPC meets is to provide a range of events which combine competition and fun.
Let’s face it, by and large, we are very good at this (although I have heard comments that we are not as
welcoming to strangers and newcomers as we might be).
The only danger would be that by having all the events the same, things get a bit boring. Hence my
support for Tina’s proposals for variation in the races. Handicapping, based on past performances/age/
whatever might be a way of squeezing more performance out of an individual rider, but much circuit
racing is about close racing/tactics as much as anything (and this is what makes it fun) and this might be
a casualty of everyone riding events effectively as simultaneous individual time trials.
The one thing that would be nice would be to do a few shorter races: say 4-5k sprint type things which
could be run off as heats & final with say 4 people at a time and might produce some spectacular racing
which would be very good fun to watch - and it’s all be over in five minutes so there’s plenty of chance to
do other things during the day. I’ve done this sort of thing with Moultons and it is well worth it.
This seems like a lot of rambling, but there are a lot of things to consider. The main thing is that we don’t
stagnate and become a little tiny clique of isolationists who close ourselves off from reality (like the UCI?).
A lot of people ride HPV’s but have absolutely no interest in competition. This is not a failing on their part,
just the reality of our differences. HPV-tourists need to be made welcome at BHPC gatherings. Touring
and non-competition events are not second class events. Combining touring with a bit of competition on
a weekend is wonderful - I’m really looking forward to making a fool of myself again this year.

Thanks for letting me have a rant. Please edit this as you see fit. Keep up the good work, the mag just
keeps getting better and better.
Best wishes,

The Ed. sez: With regard to the library, see the letter from Ron Beams elsewhere. One thing which had
occurred to me was to save the back issues of the Newsletter for posterity - by scanning them and
transferring the resultant PC files to a CD for storage. This would also make it a relatively simple task to
produce back issues. I must stress that this is a long-ish-term idea as:
a: I'm waiting for the price of CD writers to drop further
b: It would require more time than I have at the moment, due to the Editorial Fairing Project getting in
the way.
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Dear Dave,
Many thanks for sending replacements for the duff pages 4/45 and 6/43
of BHPC Newsletter Issue 51 – duly installed between the covers.
Regarding the Helical Dynamics bike; I hope you get a chance to see
the one on display at the Design Museum, before the bike exhibition closes.
It is not immediately obvious how Mr. Doroftei gets over the problems of
free-wheeling and reciprocation of the two pedals (and, like the Kingsbury
“linear-cycloidal” transmission, does it wreck the transmission if you push
the bike backwards, I wonder?). The claim of 115% gain in power seems a
bit far-fetched, unless the “standard” bike transmission with which it was
compared was that of a 45 lb. Schwinn “Cruiser”!
Anyway, “Good recumbering” and “See you at Eastway, hopefully”.
78 Bradmore Way
Old Coulsdon
Surrey CR5 1PB

15 Addington Square
London, SE5 7JZ
0171 - 701 - 4097
1 January, 1998
Dear Dave & Tina,
Enclosed you will find on disk on Word for Windows an article for the newsletter and an advert for the
next issue. I am not selling the Windcheetah because of the difficulty of dismounting but because much of my
cycling involves taking the machine on a train out of London to ride in the country. I have bought a PDQ and find
it better for my purposes - it is great fun.
Yours faithfully

Tom Culver

For want of anywhere better to put it, Tom's article can be found overleaf - Ed.
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DISMOUNTING
Police statements always used to describe persons dismounting their motorcars or cycles and indeed very often still
do. It has a wonderful Victorian ring about it, doesn’t it? Well, this is about dismounting a Windcheetah or similar
very low recumbent. For those of my age (the end of my fifth decade) and physique ( 15 stone - should be 13) it is
not an easy thing to do. It is easy enough to get into. You just get fairly low and in the right position and drop - rather
like a full stall landing in an aeroplane (only those old enough to appreciate this advice will understand that, I fear.)
But I have worked out a method that makes it very much easier and is easy to do with a little practise, albeit
bystanders find it a bit startling. When you want to stop you simply put your feet to the ground when going slowly
and jam on the brake. Inertia will throw you onto your feet. It is so much easier than clambering out. It works when
barely moving - I can get enough speed across my small sitting room to do it comfortably.
This method should only be used on machines with a joy-stick or fold forward handlebars - it might work with
underseat steering, I’ve never tried it.

W. R. E. Beams
‘Coral Gables’
Park Lawn Road
Weybridge, Surrey
KT13 9EU
WEYBRIDGE 844038
22/11/97
Dear Dave
At the last AGM we took the first step towards setting up a LIBRARY and luckily had a
volunteer librarian. Books, periodicals and catalogues will begin to trickle in and others besides
myself, will in due time, bequeath our own collections. I have a scrap book of the 1980 Brighton event
and a collection of photostats of references to recumbents culled from cycling journals in the early
formative 1930’s – also much else.
As time goes by we will need to purchase bookcases etc. for storage and eventually insure
what may well become a unique and valuable collection. We may also find a need to buy some rare
items.
The library will provide an invaluable source for historians and future builders if we follow the
suggestion that two members made to me, namely, that we should build up a database of construction
details and experimental results etc. to support our current “So You Want To Build An HPV”. One has
only to look at front wheel drives to realise how much room there still is for experimental design.
Do we stay with bicycle simplicity or do we go for springing, bodywork, windscreen wipers and
all the complexity which arises if we try to make a pedalled “car”?
Yours sincerely
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I think it was also Ron who sent
these Frank Patterson drawings. If
it was, thanks, Ron, and if it wasn't,
my apologies to the real donor - Ed.

These two drawings by Patterson prove
that there is nothing new in bicycle
design. The top drawing, dated 1917,
shows a "Funny Bike" of the 1880's. All
that's needed to bring it up to date is a
pair of "Cow Horn" handlebars and a
"Razor Blade" saddle!
The bottom drawing, dated 1930, is a
portrait of H. Goodwin, the advertising
manager of "Cycling" magazine,
mounted on a recumbent bicycle.

Recently spotted lurking in High Wycombe... Left to right:

The Beano, now being fettled for Rosmarie Bühler
K2 fairing under construction
Front end of Miles Kingsbury’s unfaired record bike
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A Day At The Races

Well, the domestic race season now looks like this.
April 5th
May 4th
June 6th
June 7th
July 12th
August 1st
September 20th
October 4th
October 18th

Eastway, London E15
Ryde, Isle of Wight
Hetton Lyons, Hetton-le-Hole, County Durham
Darlington
Hayes, Middlesex
Lancaster
Curborough, near Lichfield, Staffs.
Castle Combe, near Chippenham, Wilts.
AGM, Eastway

Races are generally scheduled to start from “about 11:00”, though see below for the odd exception. As
a general point, if you’re planning to attend a race meeting and need to call someone for directions,
please do so well in advance! The night before a race it is highly likely that the likes of gNick, Tina &
myself, Steve & Sherri etc. will not be at home, either because we’re staying somewhere else a little
closer to the venue or because we’ve gone down the pub...
Eastway
The provisional timetable is as follows:

11:45
12:30
13:00 - 14:00
14:30

Registration & Timed standing start
single laps
“Fast” scratch race - ½ hour + 1
lap
“Slow” scratch race - ½ hour + 1
lap
Lunch!
The Fun Race - format to be
announced on the day (to keep you
all in suspense...)

Spitalfields
market

To

1
M1

Bl To
ac
Tu kwa
nn ll
el

10:00

Isle Of Wight
The Isle of Wight event is on the Bank Holiday
Monday, on the sea front at Ryde, so convenient
for the ferry from Portsmouth. At present, we have
been allotted one slot, sometime between 11:30
and 15:00, so we’ll all have to race together, but
Eastway
the Organisators (a local cycling club and the local
circuit
council) say they’ll help out with timekeeping. Dave
Richards says that if you don’t need to take your
Beware of the road works around Eastway...
car with you, the catamaran from Portsmouth to
Ryde is quite handy, and only takes about 15 minutes. The preceding day there is a Round-the-Island randonnée – a distance of approximately 65 miles,
and there are also various other cycling events over the entire weekend. Further details can be had from
Dave, 37a Alpine Road, Ventor, IOW, PO28 1BW, 01983 856221 (home), 01983 295111 (work).
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Paul London says he and various of the good people who partook of the Social Tour prior to last year’s
Castle Combe race meeting are planning to stay at the Rose Glen Hotel in Shanklin (tel: 01983 863164),
and that they are keen to attract more cycling types!
Hetton & Darlington
The Hetton-Lyons circuit is the venue for the BHPC’s traditional 1 hour race, which we aim to start at
roughly 14:00, unless the good burghers of Hetton happen to be holding their annual carnival that day,
like wot they did last year... Low budget overnight accommodation should be available in Darlington;
please give Mr. Competition Secretary Green a call if you wish to take this up. On the Sunday is the bynow equally traditional 32 mile road time trial. As it is a public road event, your machine must be 100%
road-legal. You should also be aware that there are a couple of pretty savage hills on the course, both up
and down. So ensure that your gears, your brakes and your common sense are all up to snuff for this
one...
Hayes
Our second visit to this new circuit on the
western edge of London. Apparently the
Surrounding Spaces have now been surfaced, so the mud should be less of a problem this year
As the Lancaster, Curborough and Castle
Combe events are still far in the future, I’ll
leave the details of these until the next issue.
Abroad now...
In addition to the above, I’ve heard of the following events in Foreign Climes: (what are foreign climes?
Can you buy them from the greengrocer? “Five pounds of King Edwards and half a dozen foreign climes,
please, my good man”?)
May 14th - 18th
June 6th - 7th
June 23rd - 27th
August 5th - 9th
August 29th - 30th
T.B.A.

International Waterbike Regatta, Delft, The Netherlands
Cycle Vision ’98, Lelystad, The Netherlands
HPRA 1998 Speed Championships, Indianapolis, USA
European Championships, Roskilde, Denmark
HPV Rail Championships, Laupen, Switzerland
IHPVA World Championships, T.B.A., USA

For further details of the Waterbike Regatta, contact William Froude, fax no. (+31) 152785602, or e-mail
IWR98@dutw38.wbmt.tudelft.nl
By the time this issue reaches you, it’ll be too late to enter the six-hour event at CycleVision, but the
BHPC membership is traditionally longer on sanity1 than some of our European colleagues, so I’m sure
you’re not too bothered. For the rest of it, the deadline is May 31st. Events will include a 200m sprint, a
criterium, a 1-hour time trial, a 50 drag race and a Devil. The event takes place on and around the RDW
test track, a 2.85 km banked oval, just outside Lelystad. Further details from: Flevobike, De Morinel 55,
8251 HT Dronten, The Netherlands. Phone: (+31) 321 312027. Fax: (+31) 321 319350. E-mail:
flevobike@pi.net
OK, the HPRA Championships... The reason that these are not the World Championships, at least at the
time of writing, is due to the Rules. HPRA (Human-Powered Race America) run a race series in the mid1Except for Messrs. S. Slade and M. Kingsbury, that is...
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West, to a four-class system. Without going into too many details, machines which cannot be entered,
started, stopped and exited by an unassisted rider are excluded from HPRA races, including the .deciMach
Prize, in an attempt to encourage the development of street-legal racers. The IHPVA rules, broadly
speaking, state that anything goes, as long as it’s safe, and thus they have declined to sanction the
HPRA event as many of the fastest machines in North America (Varna, Cheetah, various Gold Rushes
etc.) would be excluded. HPRA have said that they will try to schedule some events for Open-class
machines, but that’s as far as it goes at the moment. Anyone who’s interested in attending should
contact: Garrie L. Hill, 220 Vill-Edge Drive, Granville, Ohio 43023, USA, e-mail: garriehill@nextek.com,
home page http://Recumbents.com/hpra/1998.htm
And so to Denmark. I’ve put the entry form in the middle again; meanwhile, here’s the latest news:
“This mail is meant to be the first of a not yet known number of newsletters regarding this year’s HPV
European Championship in Roskilde, Denmark. At this state of the planning, everything still seems
rather chaotic when viewed from here.

We have, however, managed to get a homepage running on the Internet at the location: http://
www.image.dk/~greven/hpvem/hpvem.htm We will try to keep this site updated, and will eventually add
informations about almost anything you’ll need to know, besides a lot of stuff you don’t need to know, but
we think could be fun or interesting.
We hope very much that you will tell your readers/members of the site in the next issue of your magazine.
At the same time, please ask them to register as soon as possible, as the number of participants could
very well influence on our chances for success when applying for sponsorship. You can register on-line
when visiting our homepage, you can use the form that is printed on the invitation that was distributed
during the WM 1997 in Köln, or you can just write a letter telling us that you want to register. What ever
method you use, just remember to be as accurate as possible. Also, if you have the possibility, get a
picture of you and/or your bike scanned (NOT Mac format), for use on our homepage.
If you want (more) invitations, just drop us a note with your address. You’re allowed to cut and paste
unlimited from these letters and from the homepage, as long as you don’t change any facts.
If you know of any persons or organisations with an Email address, who would like to be on this mailing
list, just tell us. Also, if you don’t want to be on the list, tell us too.
More to come soon.
Niels Greve”
You might also like to know that the exchange rate, at the time of writing (early March), is £1 = 11.5 DKr.
The Rail HPV Championships are once more being organised by Future Bike in Switzerland. The rules
remain basically the same as last year (they were published in issue 49). For further information, contact
Jürg Hölzle, Spitzackerstrasse 9, 4410 Liestal, Switzerland, work fax (+41) 33 228 30 39, e-mail:
hoelzle@dial.eunet.ch, web: http://is.eunet.ch/futurebike/Misc/Rail/rail_main.html They are hoping to
get an entry of around ten machines this time.
And finally... the IHPVA are intending to put on the World Championships, but details at present are
minimal to zero. It’s likely to be somewhere in the western half of the US - possible sites include San
Diego, Fontana Motor Speedway (California - lapped by Indycars at 240 mph!) and Stapleton airport,
Denver, Colorado. Contact the IHPVA at: 1308 Broad Street, #72, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401, USA,
phone / fax (+1) 805 466 8010, e-mail: ihpva@ihpva.org
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Manchester Velodrome - February 8th 1998
Well, it would have been easier to find if they hadn’t decided to close the Mancunian Way, but we managed, and were only slightly late… While taking my bike into the centre of the track, I overheard a
gentlemen with a track bike deep in conversation with a Lady Friend - “At this rate there’ll be no track left
by four o’clock”. What could he mean? We were to find out shortly afterwards, several riders, including
Nigel Sleigh and my own good lady crashed on the banking. Nigel wasn’t badly damaged, with just a few
cuts where his arm had snapped off the canopy retaining hooks inside his shell, but Tina acquired a few
grazes and one of the most enormous bruises (roughly the same shape as a map of Greater Manchester!) I’ve seen in my life. After which the nice Mr. Track Coach got everyone together to explain a few bits
of basic physics, i.e. to stay upright you have to be going fast… It seems that the track has become
slippery from constant use - Nigel said it wasn’t nearly as bad when he first tried it a year or two ago.
Anyway, once this was sorted out, and the gouge marks taped over, we went out in smaller groups to get
used to the track.
According to the velodrome web page (http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Arena/9468/velocyc.htm),
“the geometry of the track is to maximise speed. The angle of the exit from the banking is steeper than
that of the entry so that a competitor is ‘catapulted’ along the straights - in effect, always downhill.” I don’t
know about that (though Mike Weaver did say that he’d noticed this phenomenon); instead I discovered
anew what I’d always
suspected, namely that
short velodromes are
bloody hard work ! Paul
Davis concurred; he said
that he can keep his trike
running at 30mph for an
hour or so around Castle Combe, but here he
could only maintain that
sort of pace for about ten
minutes (see Robert
Lafleur’s thoughts on this
in the Editorial). Everyone managed to stay
upright, and we then got
a bit Organisated for a
Paul Davis' trike (which is not called the Shadow after all...)
series of 2 km pursuits
Photo: Nigel Sleigh
and machinery prodding.
Most of the usual suspects were there, though sadly
no faired Speedies, and a couple of new bikes. One
was a low black device, the property of I know not
who, and another an equally low ally-framed machine with a substantial amount of rear suspension,
alternately ridden by two chaps called Graham and
Sean. Long-time trike pilot Clive Sleath had a
home-built SWB bike, but the most outrageous
machine there hadn’t any power source at all. Inspired by the article about Street Luge in the NewsThe low black bike - anyone know who built it?
letter last year, John Maher actually built one and
at the time of writing is lying second in the British Championships. It looks terrifying… Nothing in the way
of new faired machines yet - I’ve heard that the fairings for the Elder Kingsbury’s K2 are still under
construction in darkest Solihull; Dave Richards is alleged to have one on the way but was racing the tailfaired Kestrel seen at the AGM; Roy MacDonald was absent, but is reported to be building something as
well, and Mr. Competition Secretary Green actually has his (it’s basically the Kingsburys’ RoadRunner
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(see front cover), but without the extra bit previously installed to accommodate a Kingcycle), but
hasn’t yet united it with Peter Ilich, and was in any
case stuck on an oil platform in the middle of the
North Sea.
Highlight of the pursuits was the keenly-anticipated
return match between Steve Slade in the bagged
Wasp and Ian Chattington in Nigel Sleigh’s Plastic
Maggot. ‘twas a damn close-run thing, though we
think that Steve got it in the end. It might have
been different had Ian not accidentally operated the
lock switch on the Maggot’s gearshift when he still
had two gears to go…
With the programme running rather later than anticipated, there was only time for a ten-minute-plusfour-lap scratch race. In order to prevent total anarchy, this was run with a rolling start, so Pat Kinch
and your Editor cruised around the inside of the
Ridden by Graham & Sean / Shaun
track for three laps going “where is everybody”. At
which point the flag dropped, and we soon found
out… Steve Slade took the win, from, I think, Steve
Donaldson - it looked at one point as though
Jonathan Woolrich was giving Steve D a hard time,
but then I lost track of what was happening as I
preferred to remain upright. I held station with the
quickest of the unfaired guys (plus ca change…)
until Pat got bored and took off, with Dave Richards
and the Chat - riding the Ross as apparently the
“hairnet” helmet required to fit his beanpole frame
into the Plastic Maggot didn’t meet with the track
regulations - in tow. I haven’t had the results yet,
so who did what to whom I cannot say, and in any
I think this is Clive Sleath’s new mount...
case a shortage of timers meant that we couldn’t
get the full results. I had a good scrap with Adam Weaver in the second half of the race, resolved in the
Editorial favour in spite of Adam’s neatly boxing me in behind Nigel Sleigh in the Leaper. Sorry I came so
close, Nigel…
After which it was a case of clearing the track and clearing off. I love the motorway system on a Sunday
night! Many thanks to
Nigel
Sleigh
for
organisating things with
the Manchester Velodrome, the Manchester
Velodrome for letting us
play, Sherri Donaldson
for race organisating and
the long-suffering track
coach, whose name I
didn’t catch, for infinite
patience when faced
with a bunch of lunatics
apparently intent on reducing his lovely veloIan Chattington gives the Plastic Maggot some welly...
drome to matchwood…
Photo: Nigel Sleigh
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P.S. gNick promised us a hundred
schoolgirls having a netball tournament
in the track centre from 15:00 onwards,
but it turned out to be mainly boys playing bastketball. Pity, we were relying on
the schoolgirls to distract Slash so that
someone else could win for a change!

John Maher’s M5 Low Racer

Manchester Velodrome 8th February 1998
2km Pursuits
Rider
Steve Slade
Ian Chattington
Steve Donaldson
Jonathan Woolrich
Mike Weaver
Dave Richards
Paul Davis
Miles Kingsbury
Pat Kinch
Peter Cox
Dave Larrington
Nigel Sleigh
Adam Weaver
Paul London
Neil Jones
Tim Hayes
Peter Cox
Dennis Adcock
John Maher
Graham
Clive Sleath
Shaun
Terry Power

Time
02:13:38
02:14:38
02:17:08
02:27:28
02:30:28
02:35:37
02:38:59
02:39:06
02:43:00
02:47:04
02:47:34
02:47:88
02:53:25
02:56:27
02:58:29
02:59:01
02:59:69
03:07:08
03:08:46
03:12:94
03:14:36
03:14:50
03:18:47

Class
Faired
Faired
Faired
Faired
Faired
Unfaired
Faired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Faired
Faired
Unfaired
Faired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Faired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Unfaired
Unfaired

Ladies
Susan Laughton
Anna Pond
Sherri Donaldson
Tina Larrington

Time
Class
Vehicle
03:20:12
Unfaired
Tchaikovski
03:21:18 (Part) Faired Kingcycle
03:33:08
Unfaired
Kingcycle
DNS
Faired
Kingcycle

5 Lap Specials
Robin Hayes
Kevin Doran

Time
02:52:81
04:08:77

Class
Unfaired
Unfaired
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Vehicle
Comments
Wasp
Plastic Maggot
Wasp
Oscar
Mikew 4b
Kestrel
Is that tail fairing legal???
Trike
Wasp
Kingcycle
Lune Low Tide
Marchant
Leaper
Crashed in practice
Ross
Kingcycle
Ross

M5

Crashed in practice

Inversion

Vehicle
Mean 'n' Green
Woolrich

Comments

Crashed in practice
Comments
Crashed in practice

Sherri's Section!
W ell, for those of you not into racing, we have some dates for your Touring Calendar:Saturday to Sunday 16th -17th May

Meriden, West Midlands
Audax & Social Rides Weekend
Saturday to Sunday 27th -28th June
South Shropshire Marches
Social Tour Weekend
Thursday to Sunday 5th -9th August
Roskilde, Denmark
European Championships
Friday to Monday
28th -31st August Lake District
Bank Holiday
Social Tour Weekend

16th -17 th May Meriden, W
est Midlands
West
The Meriden Cyclists’ Memorial Service Weekend is run by the CTC (Birmingham and Midland District
Association) and welcomes all comers. There is plenty of variety for all cyclists and ample camping or
B&B (depending on your taste and budget!). The format of the weekend is a 64 mile ride on the Saturday
(cost £2.50) as this is an Audax UK Ride. Great fun, not competitive, through nice countryside. OR you
can join the “conducted” ride (not sure if this is for musicians?!?!) which will be between 40 and 50 miles.
There will be a cycle jumble sale, BBQ at the campground etc. HPVs ARE allowed! On Sunday you can
choose the “Potterer Ride” or the “Tourist Ride” of 15 and 25 miles respectively. Entries close on 30th
April 1998. For more information and an entry form please give me a ring on (01224) 772 164.
2
7th -28 th June South Shropshire Marches
27
South Shropshire Marches is to be run by one of our own - Roger Hulme. At the Cotswolds Social Tour
last year Roger offered and has come up with a lovely route in south Shropshire which should be good
fun with like minded HPVers. Location: Wentnor and The Green. OS Reference 382 932 Sheet 137, Height
300m. From the information Roger sent me I have abstracted the following:“ Wentnor is a hamlet situated on the south western ridge of the Long Mynd. It has two items of interest;
a pub called the Crown with good quality bar meals and a B&B. Bishops Castle, an attractive unspoilt
small border town, is five miles away and has many pubs, two of which brew their own beer, plus a
number of attractive buildings (Tudor and later).” Sounds Great! Saturday’s ride will be around 45
miles and hilly through Montgomery, Kerry Ridgeway and Bishops Castle. Sunday’s ride will average
30 miles and go from Long Mynd and the Portway. Plenty of interesting pubs en route. Camping and
B&B are available, lots of pubs for food and refreshments (excellent) and good company promise to
make this a lovely weekend. More info is available directly from Roger (01630) 638210 or me (01224) 772
164.
August 5th -9th Roskilde, Denmark

C H E A P FERR
Y TICKETS!
FERRY
Don’t panic! Just because you don’t race HPVs doesn’t mean you can’t attend this event! A fully packed
programme catering for ALL cyclists is promised from our friends in Scandiwegia. As a further incentive, if you are a member of the CTC you get 25% discount off your ferry tickets - which makes this quite
an affordable option. Even with the cost of the CTC membership (plus all its other benefits - it is quite
useful!) you are still saving loads of dosh on the ferry costs. You need to book your berth before the end
of May 1998 to be eligible for these fares. Actually the sooner the better so you get your sailing dates! I
have membership forms if you need one. Individual CTC membership is £25, but for a second member
in the same household it's only an extra £12.50.
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A quick breakdown of prices follows:-

Seapex fares are valid Sunday to Thursday.
Non-Seapex fares are valid Friday and Saturday

Seapex
Non-Seapex
Seapex
Non-Seapex

Cabin type
Price
4 berth inside £216 return
£10 per bike
4 berth inside £276 return
£10 per bike
2 berth inside £284 return
£10 per bike
2 berth inside £344 return
£10 per bike

28th -31st August

25% CTC discount
£54

Total
£162

£69

£207

£71

£213

£86

£258

Lake District

gNick is organisating a luvverly long weekend in the Lakes - accommodation will be at Carrock Fell
Youth Hostel (limited numbers) with camping available. Being such a pretty area, B&Bs are available - so
we are catering for all tastes and budgets. No doubt gNick will have more to say . . . so I’ll leave it up to
him. Further information can be obtained (as it comes to hand) either directly from gNick or me - see
page 2 for contact details.
In addition to the above, I (the Editor) acquired a piece of paper in Manchester concerning "Recumbent
Rides in the East Midlands" - Loughborough to be precise. These are being organised by two gents
known to me only as Graham and George (though I'm afraid I keep referring to them as Gilbert and
George...). It says: "This is a new venture, so distance and pace will depend on who turns up - but the
aim is to be sociable and companiable. We look forward to seeing you". The first rides were scheduled
to take place on February 15th and March 1st, but there will be more, or so I'm told. Further details from
Graham on 01509 235450 or George on 01509 646501.
And (almost) finally in this section; the return of CycleFest! Details are shown overleaf. With the material
displayed there came details of a few other events which might be of interest to club members, viz.:
The Third International Folding Bicycle Show, Folder Forum, will be held at the Winter Gardens, Ventnor,
Isle of Wight, from Friday 15th - Sunday 17th May 1998. Events will include cycle rides from 12 to 62
miles, a Sturmey-Archer hub gear clinic, presentations on a number of new bicycles, and a "Carfree Life"
meeting. The Railway Development Society Sponsored Cycle Ride will finish at Ventnor during the show
to publicise the lack of a rail link to the seaside town. Advance registration has been kept at £5 for all
events - cheques to "A to B" magazine, 19 West Park, Castle Cary, Somerset BA7 7DB. Tel / fax: 01963
351649.
"A to B" magazine is published every two months and features the latest public transport information, and
news and reviews of bicycles and trailers compatible with public transport. For a review copy, or other
information, please phone / fax Jane Henshaw on 01963 351649.
Other events: Tandemania, Tanat Valley, Wales. 22nd - 26th July 1998. Details from Swallow Tandems
on 01691 780050.
Bike Culture Week, York. 18th - 25th July 1998. Contact Open Road on 01904 412200.
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This Just In...
We are pleased, nay delighted, to announce the first RUK cycle testing weekend. In collaboration with
manufacturers and dealers we have assembled what is probably the most comprehensive collection of
commercially available recumbent trikes seen anywhere. And they will all be available for test rides during
the course of the weekend.
At the time of going to press we have been promised at least one of each of 4 classic Tadpole designs;
Crystal Engineerings upgraded and popular 97 Trice, the Speedy from Seat Of The Pants, Extreme
Engineerings stainless steel Rubicon, and, all the way from Australia, Ian Sims highly regarded Greenspeed
sports tourer. The tadpole is the high profile design of the moment, but the two-wheels-at-the-back frog or
delta is also popular and, with the potential for a big load between the rear wheels, makes a very good
touring or load carrying configuration. The two examples we have for the weekend are the rear-wheel-drive,
under seat steering Sinner Comfort, and the front-wheel-drive, lean-steer Culty.
We have been promised a Greenspeed tandem, available to ride. We are hoping for a works specced, fully
faired Speedy, possibly a Russian S-327 and, if the rumours of the Pashley trike become reality, we will have
one of those too. Other unusual and exotic cycles might appear, well say more nearer the time. We will
also have a small selection of recumbent bikes including a Flevo, a Pashley PDQ and a Rans V-Rex.
Having got such an interesting collection together, the plan is to do morning and afternoon group rides of
around 20 miles each on each day, with everyone swapping around to sample different machines. There
should also be the possibility of further riding outside the organised times. Whilst we want to cater for
novices and experts alike, participants should feel comfortable about riding at least 10 miles. If youre not
that fit at the moment, theres plenty of time to get the mileage up and the weekend should be the perfect
incentive to get out there and ride. Dont be put off if youve never ridden a recumbent trike or bike before,
if you want to play, this will be the perfect opportunity. Several of the manufacturers are keen to join in the
fun and we are expecting Peter Ross of Crystal Engineering, Bob Dixon (Seat of the Pants) and Ray Watering
(Extreme Engineering) to be there. On the Saturday night, after supper, they are going to give us some
informal insights into their cycles, design objectives, and possible plans for the future.
The weekend is based at Charlbury Youth Hostel on the edge of the Cotswolds. Charlbury is centrally
situated, accessible by train, and is surrounded by quiet roads and a variety of terrain. Using the Youth
Hostel will keep the costs down, but if required, we can make reservations at the local hotels, B&Bs and
camp grounds.
The price for the week-end will be £75, to include B&B on Friday and Saturday, an evening meal at the
hostel on Saturday evening, a Tina Larrington-designed RUK trike weekend T-shirt (limited issue, get em
while theyre hot) and all the relevant insurance. We intend to use local facilities for other grub during the
rides, but the cost of this is not included in the package.
Whilst we will have at least 10 machines and are limiting numbers to 25, you are encouraged to bring your
own cycle to enable everyone to go out on the rides together. Contact Richard Loke - 61 Mulberry Close,
Cambridge, CB4 2AS. Phone 01954 261557 or e-mail richard.loke@analysys.co.uk

This Also Just In...
From Ian Sheen:
"I got a very excited phone call from the ex-chairman yesterday. Basically, it revolved around
the BBC, "Local Heroes", Adam Hart-Davis (presenter of said show and Burrows fan), an unfaired
Speedy and a 28-hp jet engine made by a Norwich company... Mike says this is his ultimate
fantasy come true (other than the one involving Kathy Watt), so stand by for more details. The
mind boggles. Mine's already boggling on both pistons!"
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Editor's note: A version of this article originally appeared in the September / October 1997 (#41) issue of
"Recumbent Cyclist News". I thought it looked quite interesting, so I contacted Mr. RCN Editor Bob
Bryant and the author of the piece, Bill Patterson, and asked if I could reproduce it. Bob, bless his little
cotton socks, said "Of course, as long as you mention RCN", and Bill said "Yes, but wouldn't I rather have
the full version, which is to form chapter two of my forthcoming book, 'Lords Of The Chain Ring'?" To
which I replied, naturally, in the affirmative. My apologies to Mike Weaver, who has seen this before, and
I hope the rest of you find it at least of interest, if not of actual practical use. Bill can be contacted at e-mail
address wyms@lightspeed.net

SINGLE TRACK VEHICLE DYNAMICS
THE EFFECT OF FRAME GEOMETRY ON HANDLING QUALITIES
EFFECTIVE STEERING RESPONSE
Being the second part of the Chronicles of the Lords of the Chain Ring.
The objective of this portion of the study is to determine the response of the cycle to steering position
inputs. To do this we must define the line of nodes (intersections) of the ground plane and the plane of the
front wheel. We must remember that the wheel doesn’t turn relative to the ground the same angle as
handle bar is turned. An extreme example may explain the difference. A bike with a horizontal headtube
cannot be steered, turning
the handlebar will not cause
the wheel to change direction.
Two coordinate systems are
used. The primary system
will be an xyz-axis with its
origin at the contact point of
the rear wheel. It will be
translating and yawing with
the bike but not rolling as the
frame rolls from side to side.
The rotation rate of the axis
system will be the turn rate
of the cycle. A second axis
system will be aligned with
the front axle and the head
tube. It rolls with the bike
frame, will be aligned with the
head tube and turns as the
cycle is steered.
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TERMS
Body Rotation

Geometry

θ
β

rotation about the x-axis roll
Complement of the head tube angle

Wx
Wz

rotation rate about the roll axis
rotation rate about the yaw axis

Ax

angular acceleration about the roll
axis

Α
T
S
Rt
R

Rh

wheelbase
trail
fork offset (rake)
tyre carcass radius
front wheel radius measured from
axle to the centre of the tyre
carcass
handlebar radius

Steering Input
∝
rotation about the headtube
γ
angle of the line of nodes to the x-axis (the ground)

For brevity, cos = C, sin = S.
We assume that the cycle is rolling and yawing to the left; the positive y-direction. This is accomplished
using standard coordinate transformations. You are encouraged to carry out this operation for yourself.
The secondary axis system is first rotated about the x-axis with a negative -θ. This accomplishes the roll
of the frame about the x-axis.
I’
J’
K’

=

I’
J’
K’

=
=
=





1
0
0

0 0 
Cθ -Sθ 
Sθ Cθ 

I
J
K

I
CθJ-SθK
SθJ+CθK

The new axis system is now rotated about the y-axis for an angle of negative -β. This is the complement
to the head tube angle. The complement is used so that all angles are acute.




Cβ
0
-Sβ

0 +Sβ 
1 0 
0 Cβ 

I″
J″
K″

=

I″

=

CβI + Sβ SθJ + Sβ CθK

J″

=

CθJ - SθK

K″

=

-SβI + Cβ SθJ + Cβ CθK

I’
J’
K’

The axis is now rotated about the K″axis by the steering input α.
I’
J’
K’

=





Cα
-Sα
0

Sα
Cα
0

0 
0 
1 

I″
J″
K″
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I’

= Cα CβI + (+Cα Sβ Sθ + Sα Cθ) J +(Cα Sβ Cθ - Sα Sθ) K
(Equation 1)

J’

= -Sα Cβ I + (-Sα Sβ Sθ + Cα Cθ) J + (-Sα Sβ Cθ - Cα Sθ) K
(Equation 2)

K’

= -Sβ I + Cβ Sθ J + Cβ Cθ K
(Equation 3)

We have now defined a coordinate system aligned with the plane of the front wheel. The J’ axis is parallel
to the axle and the K’ axis points up the head tube.
The effective steering angle is formed by the line of nodes, the intersection of the plane of the front wheel
and the ground, and the x-axis. This line is found by J’ cross K. Be aware that it is not a unit vector
because J’ is not normal to K.
ν

=

(-Sα Sβ Sθ + Cα Cθ) I + Sα Cβ J

Now the effective steering angle is:
tan γ

= (Sα Cβ)/(-Sα Sβ Sθ + Cα Cθ)
(Equation 4)

We can now equate the sideward motion of the front wheel to A times yaw rate of the frame.
V tan(γ)

=

A Wz

Wz

= (V/A)(tan(γ))
(Equation 5)

A bicycle will not react immediately when the handlebar is turned. If we can assume that the centre of
gravity of the bike momentarily continues in a straight line we can estimate roll rate as a function of turn
rate. A small d(α) will cause a small yaw rate d(Wz) to the left. The bike will then roll to the right with a
small roll rate d(Wx). We can equate the tangential roll velocity so that:
B cos(θ) d(Wz)
d(Wx)

=

Hd(Wx)

= (B/H) cos(θ) d(Wz)
(Equation 6)
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We see that the term (B/H) cos(θ) indicates the yaw/roll coupling that allows us to keep the bike upright,
and control direction with only one set of controls. A roll to the right is caused by a turn to the left. Our
model assumes a fixed cg on the bike frame and a constant velocity. The last limitation of the model is a
significant deviation from real life. At low speed, the bike can experience large roll angles thereby reducing roll control by changing yaw rate. In this case we find a totally different mechanism for maintaining the
rubber side down. The rider accelerates the bike and uses centrifugal acceleration to bring the bike
upright.
The final task is to determine the position of the contact point of the front wheel as the handlebar is
turned, so we can estimate the feedback forces on the controls. The convenient system is to place the
origin of the I’J’K’ coordinate system at the intersection of the head tube extended and the ground.
When the handlebar is turned to the left, the wheel contact point will swing up and to the right, relative to
the fixed frame. The point is found by moving T Cβ in the -I’ direction.
A vector from the steering axis to the front wheel contact point is:
P1

= -T Cβ[Cα CβI + (+Cα Sβ Sθ + Sα Cθ) J +(Cα Sβ C θ - Sα Sθ) K] -Rt K
(Equation 7)

Where T Cos(β) = R Sin(β) - S

The thickness of the tyre is significant. Many bikes and motorcycles have a tyre which has carcass radius
of the same order of magnitude as the trail.

FRONT WHEEL CONTACT POINT
A vector from any point on the steering axis to the contact point P1 is used to find the restoring torque on
the controls. P0 is convenient because its direction is in the - I’ unit vector direction. We can then add the
vector for the vertical distance from the tyre centre to the contact point P1. Both the front normal force that
supports the cycle and the steering friction force that turns it act through this point. The next chapter will
use this geometry to determine control forces and their effect on the rider.
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Simplified equations:
The roll rate and yaw rate with respect to control motion can be simplified for the use of the designer. In
this case, we are finding a differential which predicts control sensitivity and /or authority. These terms
indicate the rider’s ability to control the bike.
The assumptions are that the bike is riding in a straight line. So:
θ
= 0
Cos (θ) = 1
Sin (θ)
= 0
A small turn angle is input α = d(α)
so that sin (α) = d(α) and cos(α) = 1
also sin(γ) = tan(γ)

YAW AUTHORITY
d (Wz)/d(α) = (V/A) cos(β)

ROLL AUTHORITY
d (Wx)/d(α) = (B/H)(V/A) cos(β)
If we include the effect of handlebar width, so that we are finding roll rate with respect to hand movement:

ROLL
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
d(Wx)/(Rh d(α)) = (B/H)(V/A) cos(β)/Rh
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This is magic equation number one for the designer. It indicates the major geometry terms that determine
the rider’s control authority.
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COMMENTS
The terms B, H, A and the head tube angle are very important design considerations. They are, of
course, not the only ways that a designer can affect controllability. We control machines by applying a
deflection and/or force to the controls. Control forces will be discussed later.
A preferred value for sensitivity is different for each designer and individual rider. Any new vehicle is a
compromise. Reliance upon normal “safety bicycle” front end geometries, is an error. Unconventional
geometries such as that used by the Street Glider and investigated by Gloger/Rohmert may be preferable. (ref 5)
The designer can change control authority/sensitivity by noting the values in the roll equation
B/A V/H cos(β)
The bike can be made more sensitive with more control authority by:
•

reducing the wheel base making A smaller

•

reducing seat height making H smaller

•

moving the centre of gravity further forward making B larger

•

making the head tube angle more vertical making β smaller

Also, an operator controls a machine by moving a control a distance against a resisting force. So a bike
can also be made more sensitive by:
•

decreasing hand movement by making the handlebars narrower or increasing gain in the control
system.

The bike can be made less sensitive by doing just the opposite.
Design example:
A good way to understand the turn and roll equations is to compare the predicted values of familiar
bicycles. We will take the geometry of a normal diamond framed safety bike and compare it to two
different types of recumbent bikes, the Long Wheelbase (LWB) with the bottom bracket behind the front
wheel, and the Short Wheelbase (SWB) with the bottom bracket ahead of the front wheel.
Let’s see how the two equations are used by a designer to configure a new machine. Handlebar radius
Rh is neglected for simplicity, V is velocity.
(distances in metres and angle β in degrees)
A

B

H

β

Turn

roll

Safety

1.0

0.4

1.2

18

0.95V

0.32V

LWB

1.8

0.3

0.6

10

0.55V

0.27V

We see from the above that a LWB bike will exhibit a less sensitive turn rate response but will have a very
similar roll rate response. The reduced sensitivity of the LWB design demonstrates why these machines
are slow reacting and difficult to ride at low speeds. They are, however, much less twitchy at high speeds
and are easier to control on the down hill runs.
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Let’s assume that the LWB manufacturer decides to build a SWB machine without changing his original
geometry.

SWB

A

B

H

β

Turn

roll

0.9

0.3

0.6

10

1.1V

0.55V

The new bike has a turn capability similar to the safety bike but its roll response is extreme. The bike
would certainly be twitchy and difficult to control at high speed. The 70 % increase in roll response (.55/
.32) can be mitigated by referring to equation (8). The designer can move the seat to the rear to make B
smaller, or raise it to make H larger. However, the normal reaction by most designers is to increase β.
Relaxing the head tube angle to 60 degrees will reduce the roll response by 15 %.

SWB

A

B

H

β

Turn

roll

0.9

0.3

0.6

30

1.0V

0.48V

The new response is only 50 % more than a safety bike, and may be acceptable. A combination of seat
movement and head tube angle relaxation should provide the designer with enough leeway to dial in
acceptable control sensitivities. The seat is moved to the rear and raised slightly.

SWB

A

B

H

β

Turn

roll

0.9

0.25

0.7

30

0.96V

0.34V

We have now arrived at a SWB bike with handling similar to the safety bike of a prospective customer.
The designer has many other frame and control characteristics to change as he tries to tailor the machine
to his needs. But that’s a tale for another campfire.
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Continuously Variable Transmission
At the World Championships last year, I had a long play with what might well be the ultimate urban
assault vehicle. This was a SWB recumbent bike, with long travel suspension at both ends, hydraulic
hub brakes, continuously-variable transmission and shaft drive. Like you, Constant Reader, I was sceptical
about the last-named feature, but the builder said that by adapting a gear profile originally designed for a
helicopter rotor assembly, an efficiency of about 95% had been achieved. Any extra drag incurred by the
unorthodox drive train wasn’t noticeable when riding it. It was such a vivid dream, in fact, that I almost
went to look for the bike when I woke up...
While shaft drive is probably not a viable alternative to the chain, a well set-up CVT system might be
worth a look, provided it could be made light enough for cycle use and yet able to transmit effectively the
enormous torque that the human engine is capable of producing at zero revs. When I were a lad,
derailleur-geared bikes had five or ten gears, and triple chainsets were the province of eccentric tourists.
Now few self-respecting bicycles allow themselves to be seen in public without a shed-load of gears,
while 9-speed blocks and 14-speed hubs are promised for later this year, if not sooner. Clearly, more
gears = GOOD so therefore an infinite number of gears must perforce = BETTER. And David Coulthard
lapped Silverstone 2 seconds quicker in a CVT-equipped McLaren than he could manage with a box of
old mangle gears, but Bernie Ecclestone stamped on CVT-equipped racing cars, because he doesn’t like
the noises they make. Allegedly.
How CVT would be achieved, however, is quite a different matter. The van Doorne (Daf Variomatic)
system, with its pair of expanding / contracting pulleys? The Torotrak system, which is rather clever but
needs a diagram to explain properly and I haven’t got one? The improbable-sounding Hobbs Kinetic
Drive, which was so complicated that even
Cosworth gave up on it? Or there’s this one, which
appeared in an article by Leon Le Guen in “HPV
Nieuws” last year. I'm not going to attempt to
translate the entire article, as time is short and many
of the words therein are beyond the ken of the
household's Dutch / English dictionary, but I think
I've managed to get most of the salient points right...
The transmission uses a set of epicyclic gears and
a disc-and-cam arrangement ( the cam being the
part in black on the drawing on the left). (At least, I
think that's what it means; it's certainly what it looks
like - Ed)
The input shaft (marked "1" in the diagram below),
is driven by the chain. The shaft drives a set of
three planet gears (3) via the sun gear (2). The
planet gears are mounted on eccentrics (4), whose
degree of eccentricity is variable. At their other
extremity, the eccentrics are attached to the primary
disc (5). The cam (8) is in contact with both the
primary disc and the pair of secondary discs (6, 7).
The secondary discs are co-axial with, and drive,
the output shaft (9).
The radius of the cam relative to its point of contact
with the primary disc is constant, but variable
relative to the secondary discs (curse this computerrelated employment, I keep spelling "disc" with a
"k" - Ed.) A mechanism controls the degree of
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eccentricity of the eccentrics (4), and thus (I think...)
the point at which the cam makes contact with the
secondary discs. Thus, for a constant rotational
speed of the input shaft, the speed of the output
shaft varies according to the position of the
eccentrics. The adjustment to the position of the
eccentrics is stepless, and hence produces a
continuously variable "gear" ratio.

Omitting a substantial chunk of the original text, the
article then goes on to speculate about possible
control mechanisms, including a simple electric
control and some sort of bio-feedback arrangement,
with the ratio adjusted according to various
parameters including speed and the rider's heart
rate. (Personally I'd use a simple twist grip to control
some sort of hydraulic or cable system.) It also
reckons that the transmission should be of the order
of 99% efficient, and states that ,when combined
with a technically optimal control system, it offers a
very flexible and highly efficient transmission system. Sadly there don't seem to be any details of when
such a system might appear in public, or any hints as to weight or cost,but I thought it interesting enough
to be worth a look. If any of our Dutch-speaking readers fancy a go at translating the entire thing properly,
please let me know.

Speed Versus Power For Different Cycle Types
The article and data reproduced below originally appeared in Issue 1997/6 of "HPV Nieuws", and provides
some interesting figures on the power requirements of divers HPV layouts. Quite what an "SRM-Meter"
is and how it works I cannot say, but it would seem that it is a device cunningly wrought to allow the
measurement of the human engine's power output while riding a real machine on a real road / track.
Anyway, over to the clever Dutch types:
Since September 1996 the [Dutch] club has been in possesion of an inexpensive but very useful SRM
power meter. Since its purchase, the device has proved useful to many NVHPV members, but following
CycleVision '97, it was handed over to Bert Hoge to administer on behalf of the club.
The meter has been used to test a number of much-talked-about machines, including the C-Alleweder,
the soft and hard fairings on Bram Moens' Trondheim-Oslo winning machine, the M5 Laminair and the
Meringue. It has also been used to obtain comparisions between upright and recumbent bicycles. The
test results are available to all NVHPV members from Bert Hoge [but I'm sure if you asked nicely you'd be
able to get hold of them - Ed.]
The test results overleaf were obtained from direct power measurement (the SRM-Meter) and / or rolldown tests. The results are given for a constant power output of 250 W and a constant speed of 40 km/
h. A fit rider can maintain a level of effort of 250 W for about an hour.
Test conditions: smooth asphalt; no wind; temperature 20 deg. Celsius; air pressure 1000mbar; highpressure tyres; "race" clothing. Rider details: height - 1.84 m; weight - 75 kg. Recumbent bicycle details:
bottom bracket approximately 20 cm above seat; above-seat steering; arms horizontal; seat angle 25
degrees.
The resultsshow well the third-power relationship between power and speed. A comparison of the two
Alleweders shows the apparently small difference of 35 W at 40 km/h. This results in a difference in heart
rate of of approximately 15 b.p.m. Riders who use a heart rate monitor will know that this can make all
the difference between maintaining a steady pace and blowing up!
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Results
Speed at
Pow er for
Machine
250W (km /h) 40 km /h (W)
"Standard" bike - upright position
29.0
622
Racing bike - "on the tops"
32.0
469
Racing bike - "on the drops"
35.0
362
Triathlon bike
37.0
310
High recumbent row ing bike
38.0
288
Recumbent bike - seat height 60 cm
38.5
277
Recumbent bike - seat height 40 cm
39.5
259
Recumbent bike - seat height 20 cm
41.0
234
Aluminium Allew eder trike
42.0
220
C-Allew eder trike
45.0
185
Recumbent bike - seat height 20 cm - w ith tail fairing
45.0
180
Recumbent bike - seat height 20 cm - w ith foam fairing
51.0
135
Recumbent bike w ith full (hard) fairing
69.0
75
Prospective Meufl builders should note the substantial difference between the foam and hard fairings on
the same chassis - Ed.
GTO - The Editorial Fairing Project
The information contained in “So You Want To Build An HPV” is extremely useful, but doesn’t go into
enormous detail. Since I decided to build a full hard fairing for the Editorial Kingcycle, I thought I would
enlighten you with some of the hows, whys and wherefores…
•

Inspiration
♦ What do I do with my HPV? I race it and ride it on the road. Racing is just for “fun” and
covers maybe 300 miles in the whole year. This is equivalent to three weeks of commuting.
♦ What are the disadvantages of commuting with my present HPV? It’s cold in the winter
and wet when it rains.
♦ Why not just use my race fairing? It’s uncomfortably tight and sweaty, floppy and fragile,
difficult and time-consuming to get into and out of, and it makes it well-nigh impossible to
get into the luggage space.
♦ Anything else? Yes, luggage space is a bit limited, especially once you’ve got all the usual
stuff - lock, pump, tools & spares, waterproof jacket, battery etc. - on board. This makes it
much harder to build a better life by stealing office supplies. And it’s getting old and tatty.
Therefore, I want a hard shell. This might even bring the added advantage of making the
bike faster

•

Inspiration #2
♦ The FWD Rotator Pursuit run by Dean Peterson in the 1996 IHSPC. Not much troubled by
crosswinds, apparently
♦ The Aerolope featured in the RCN Buyers’ Guide.
♦ Joachim Fuchs’ Aeolos - discovered on the Web at:
http://www-ifia.fzk.de/personal/fuchs/13.HTM
♦ The BumbleBike. If the likes of Klaus Schlager can use one daily, I don’t see why I can’t!

After much deliberation, the decision was made to go for a shell with a forward-opening lid. The Aerolope
and Rotator are designed to allow the rider in and out through large side openings, but you’ve still got to
get your machine in and out, so you may as well have a (removable) lid, with smaller side openings for
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hand signals, much like a faired Speedy. The holes could easily be closed off with fabric or GRP sidescreens for racing or really filthy weather, while the lid can be left off for sunny day cruising. Important
when you need to work on your tan.
•

“Design” Process - Part 1
♦ Get a nice accurate scale drawing of the “chassis” in side elevation. You don’t have to go
over the top with this, just ensure all the salient points are present - wheels, seat, steering,
bottom bracket etc. are present. Here’s one I prepared earlier…

♦ Measure the position of awkward extremities of your body while in a riding position. Such
things include head, knee, foot, shoulder, hand and a whole bunch of other stuff you usually forget first time around. These will define certain fixed points inside which your fairing
cannot go, unless you plan to be either very cramped (e.g. big lads like Sam Whittingham
in small machines like the Varna) or the subject of major surgery.
♦ Depending on the height of your eyes, steering, knees and bottom bracket, you may find it
more practical to have bumps for your knees and / or feet - examples include Eggert Bülk’s
machine at the 1996 World Championships and the Evolvente - to allow you a better chance
of seeing the road.
♦ Decide how much wheel you want sticking out at the bottom. I went for 1/3 of the diameter
of the front wheel, because it seemed like a good idea at the time. This may change,
however, depending on how much higher my head and shoulders are after fitting a new
seat – the old one had a broken frame and felt very laid-back compared with the new one!
♦ For a RWD machine, decide whether you want the rear wheel inside or outside the fairing
- inside is easier to build but harder to get at, unless you don’t have a problem with grovelling around on the floor trying to persuade a recalcitrant wheel through a narrow slot.
♦ How long do you want your tail? Long tails can impose undue stresses on the rest of the
structure, and the aerodynamic benefits are dubious - whether you subscribe to the theories of Sir Sydney Camm or Dr. Wunibald Kamm, the principle of the chopped-off tail is
well-known. But if it’s all short and stumpy, you’ll lose cargo capacity.
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♦ Where do you want you windscreen? If it’s close up to your face, it will be more prone to
steaming up in cold weather, and possibly a bit claustrophobic, but if it’s somewhere down
the sharp end, seeing out in the wet could be a problem, and operating a wiper more
difficult. A ready-made NACA duct with a dinky little deflector lip - as used on Nigel Sleigh’s
Plastic Maggot - can be purchased from car accessory shops of the “Max Power” variety
and can blow air up the inside of the screen.
•

“Design” Process - Part 2
♦ Once all the above has been sorted, you should be able to come up with a nice side
elevation of your proposed machine.

♦ In order to get the curves right on the plug, you will need to measure the vertical distance
between some hypothetical baseline and the curve in question. Repeat at suitable intervals for the duration of the curve.
♦ Then you will need to do a plan view, and front and rear elevations. It’s probably for the
best if you make this symmetrical about a longitudinal axis. The ends will come more or
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♦
♦

♦
♦

•

less by default (mine did, anyway). For mounting lights and other bits and bobs, you might
feel the need for a reasonably uncurved area to avoid unsightly lumps.
Ensure that the fairing is wide enough to fit both your machine and yourself inside, comfortably. Small may be beautiful, but if you’re planning to spend a lot of time inside, slightlylarger is comfortable.
Important dimensions include the width of the shoulders, separation of the hands (allow
some extra space for turning the bars), seat width and width at the pedals. If you use
clipless pedals, ensure that there’s adequate space to twist your foot enough to unclip
yourself, as you will look silly if you have to unfasten your shoe every time you want to put
a foot down.
If you are intending to use “bomb doors” for your feet, rather than holes (and bomb doors
are much sexier), you had better ensure that the ground clearance is sufficient to allow
them to open fully. You didn’t? Shame!
If, like me, you want to be able to extract the rear wheel without a prolonged fight, you will
need a wheel arch with adequate space for hands, freewheels and other nasties to be able
to co-exist in harmony. This dictated a wide rear end (oo-er, Missus!), but also meant that
I could utilise the vertical panel above the opening for a “hatchback”. There’s little point in
having plenty of carrying capacity if you can’t reach it. It may also prove sensible to divide
the general behind-the-seat area into smaller spaces, with plywood, Corriboard or
somesuch. Ensure that however you divide it up, you can actually reach the furthest
extremities thereof without turning the bike upside down and shaking it vigorously, as that
spot is precisely where your tool kit will end up when you have a puncture…

“Design” Process Part 3
♦ Congratulations! You now know precisely what the finished article will look like (irony)!
Recheck all dimensions carefully, and write them on the drawings, so you don’t mess up
later. Too small, and your machine will be unridable; too large and it will not fit in your shed.
Both are Bad, and should be avoided.
♦ There’s no need to go over the top with the accuracy of the drawings, unless you’re capable of marking out a line over 2m long, drawn with a Magic Marker, with that kind of precision. I’m not…
♦ I reckon that using some kind of computer program will make life a lot easier, though you
will be limited to 1:10 scale unless you have access to a weapons-grade printer. I used
TurboCAD, from Imsi, which came free with my father’s PC. I also used, for some bits, a
little Windows program called “Optimum Fairing Design”, by Warren Lemoi (downloadable
from the IHPVA’s FTP server). This does all the hard sums on pp 100-103 of “Bicycling
Science” and gives you a series of x-y co-ordinates which you can input into your CAD
program or pencil. It kept crashing when I tried to print the listing (under Windows ’95), but
apart from that it works fine.

•

Build Process - Part 1
♦ The first stage is to build a plug. The traditional method is to use some variety of woody
product, often MDF. This is not such a good idea, as MDF is difficult to cut accurately,
dissolves when wet, smells horrible and weighs enough to require a fork lift or a team of
Sherpas when you want to move it. And you will want to move it. No, what you want is
some sort of lightweight plastic foamy substance, such as polystyrene or Styrofoam. This
can be purchased from larger DIY emporia or insulation dealers, is light and can be cut
with almost anything. I used Jablite, an insulating board which can be bought from B&Q an 8’x4’ sheet of 2” thick costs about seven quid (cheaper if you buy in bulk). A hot wire
tool is very useful for cutting the stuff - I bought one from Tiranti’s, an art supply shop with
branches in London’s Warren Street and Theale in Berkshire. Or you could build your own
from wire and a car battery charger. Avoid fusing yourself to the National Grid - this smells
worse than MDF. It is worth pointing out that many, if not most, car battery chargers have
some kind of cut-out which switch them off when they short out, so you might have to
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experiment with wire gauges to get
it to work.
♦ Build your basic shape in sections.
It’s my view that by splitting your
shape:
a) lengthways, and
b) into vertical sections
life will be easier, as you can start in
the middle and work outwards with
symmetrical pieces.
♦ If you, like me, are inconveniently tall,
you may find that the overall height
of your plug is slightly greater than
Sixty-four cubic feet of insulation
the width of the foam sheets. To get
(and the neighbours’ washing)
round this, build the main part of the
body separate from the “greenhouse” above the shoulders, then unite the two.
♦ Join the layers together with something sticky. If using glue, ensure that it doesn’t dissolve
the material from which your plug is made - test it on an offcut first. Superglue has a
tremendous appetite for Jablite! Recommended is thin double-sided carpet tape.
Saturday January 17th
Curses! Due to the odd shape of the
CX Safari’s roof, my roof bars won’t
fit. B&Q can only deliver to our area
on “Monday”. No, they can’t be any
more specific than that. Buy other
things and go home to think.
Saturday January 24th
After a week spent investigating the
cost of trailer and van rental, a
brainwave and some bodging (Imperial nuts onto metric bolts, anyone?)
sees the roof bars and Moby firmly
conjoined. And what a stirring sight
he made with twelve 2” sheets of 8’x4’
insulating board on the roof. If you’re
planning on doing this, try to pick a
day without a howling north-easterly
gale… Haul down boards and stuff in
shed, pending purchase of hot wire
cutting tool and gas bottle for stove to
heat conservatory (my enforced
“workshop” space).
Saturday January 31st
Hot wire tool and gas bottle obtained.
Sit down in nice warm conservatory
and practice cutting up off-cuts of
Jablite we actually bought for its insulating properties. Hmm, not as easy
as it seems…
A partially-Edited sheet of insulating foam. Note for Ian Sheen - yes,
that is the Hedgehog, and no, the parrot isn’t hanging from it...
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Sunday February 1st
Drag first sheet out of shed. Cut large lumps off it so as to make it easier to handle. Oops, too large.
Never mind, we can re-use that one for one of the “outer” pieces… Drag second sheet out of shed. Trim
more sensibly. With tape measure, set square, pair of compasses, various bits of wood and a ruler
discovered in the shed which is exactly the same length as the main part of the fairing is high, mark out
the first sheet. Start cutting. Knock sheet off Workmate. Sheet lands on the floor with wood, cutting tool
and extension lead on top of it. It breaks into two pieces. Harsh words are said. Repeat from “Drag
second sheet…” until dinner time sets in. So far have filled four six bin-liners with scrap foam…
The Rest Of February And Well Into March
Continue to mark out remaining sheets. Progress is slow due to:
1. A bout of gastric flu which left me unable to do anything very much for about a fortnight
2. The fact that the conservatory is a little too narrow to allow a complete slab inside so as to be able
to cut it roughly to size. So it has to be done outside – tricky when it’s dark, raining and blowing a
gale
3. The Newsletter…

Some of the contents of The Void - under the Kingcycle works...

However, once this is out of the way, progress will be made. Watch this space for more details!

Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page
Half page

£30.00
£15.00

Approximately 400 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the "Suppliers and Wants" section are
free, and should not sound like a politician on the receiving end of Jeremy Paxman. We'll gladly do you
one as big and glossy as the size and production techniques of this magazine permit; please take out an
advert at the above rates.
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Valley Cycles, Wellingborough, Northants.
Phone 01933 271030
are now importing the CHALLENGE HURRICANE SWB recumbent bicycle.
Range of options include Sachs 3x7 gears, Magura Hydraulic brakes.
All models have rear suspension.
Prices from:

£1100

Peter Ross, Crystal Engineering, Unit 1A Jubilee Wharf, Commercial Road,
Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8AQ
Phone / Fax 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk
WWW: http://www.cycling.co.uk/bikeshop
We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, SpeedRoss recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR Low
Racer, with the GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow. All machines are available as framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also availeble:
Trice

Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional), Shimano
Deore LX components.
£1599
Frameset: £1299
Sachs Trice
Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance. Maximum speed with power
assist 15mph, adds about 10kg £2100
Electric Trice Fitted with TGA electric motor. Can be ridden without helmet, driving licence, tax or
insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA
Speed Ross
Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of Shimano Deore LX or Shimano
STX components.
LX: £875
STX: £825
Frameset: £675.
Festina XLR
Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK. Tail fairing available. £1100
Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV's for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity
£295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body)
£400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here - Ed) available. Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25. All prices include VAT.

Middleburn Cycle Technology, Chris Dodman
Phone 01420 22995
In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings. The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road
(130mm PCD) 62T
Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.

<Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow G4 9LW
Dave Holladay
Phone / Fax 0141 332 4733
offers a variety of interesting goodies, including:
Primo 37-349 tyres
£14.95 + £1.50 p&p
Dave can now also supply Primo 37-451 tyres and is investigating the sourcing of other items including
IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks etc.

Kingcycle, Miles Kingsbury
Phone 01494 524004
Although the Kingcycle SWB recumbent bicycle is no longer in production, we will continue to supply
spares while stocks last. N.B. We no longer have any 450A (18”) front tyres available.
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Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East
Sussex, RH18 5EE - New & s/h machines
Phone 01342 822847
STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseat
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative
rake forks.

Frameset:
Complete bike from:

£795 inc. VAT
£1350 inc. VAT

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible SWB / LWB in the UK.
Complete bike from:
£995 inc. VAT
SPARES:

Tyres:
HP tubes:

500A Michelin
- £7.50 450A
- £6.95.
500x28A Michelin
- £3.50 Swallow 500A/20"
- £3.00
450/18"
- £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00.Credit cards welcome.
We also handle European subscriptions for "Recumbent Cyclist News" (RCN). RCN is 100% dedicated
to promoting recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders, dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers. Annual subscription £25.95
(six issues). "A rather fine publication "- Ed.

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue,
Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Phone 01621 0815476
"Hand Painted T-Shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool"

Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City
Road, Sheffield S2 5HH
Phone 0114 275 6567
Fax 0114 270 1016
e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk
Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, under-seat or above seat steering.
£795 Frameset: £575
Rear rack
add £20
Rear mudguard
add £8
Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide. In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open! We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details. All prices include VAT.

Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone 01570 470035
Custom milled chainrings - Any size, any shape. Custom freewheels - 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7
speed, 8 speed, 8 compact. Freehub sprockets - Any size, alloy or steel. Also CNC machining, frame
building and the undertaking of design work.

Oliver Zechlin’s 1997 HPV CD-ROM is now available in the UK.
Today’s most comprehensive electronic archive about Human Powered Vehicles includes pictures,
texts, video clips and homepages about recumbent bicycles, waterbikes, railbikes, and aircraft.
18 pounds including P and P.
Contact:

Richard Loke, 61 Mulberry Close, Cambridge, CB4 2AS
Phone 01954 261557 or e-mail richard.loke@analysys.co.uk
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Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484
"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156,
Australia.
Phone +61 3 9758 5541
Fax +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au
WWW: http://www.ihpva.org/com/Greenspeed/
Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun. The have
been well tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities,
and have been successful in HPV racing.
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63 speed, Sachs drums, rack, etc.
GTR Sports Tourer Trike, 24 or 42 speed, Sachs Quarz, etc.
GTT Tandem Trike, 63 speed, Sachs hydraulic discs, etc.

A$3,500
A$4,200
A$6,000

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available. Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.

Seat Of The Pants Co. PO Box 5, Sale, Cheshire M33 4AP
Phone / Fax 0161 976 5662
Offers the following models:
The Burrows Windcheetah
The Pickup
The Velocità

Copenhagen Pedersen

Recumbent Shorts

"Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News
Will carry half a Brox with ease!
All-aluminium Sports / Touring SWB, with front
suspension as standard. Now being
manufactured by The Seat Of The Pants Co.
We are now the UK importers. Prices start at
around:

£2,200 + VAT
£1,400 + VAT

£1,540 + VAT
£1,400

Designed by Andy Wilkinson for his epic Lands
End - John O'Groats record-breaking ride. The
only UK shorts made specifically for recumbent
riders. Real chamois insert. S/M/L
£35.35 + £2.50 p&p

Small Adz...
Richard Whiteley, 2 Manor Gardens, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 2DQ.
Phone 01625 535452
For sale: Ross recumbent bicycle frameset, in black, above-seat steering, never used. £450 o.n.o.

Vince Halsall, 50 Bendysh Road, Watford, WD2 2HY
Phone 0385 960247
E-mail: vincent-@halsall.netkonect.co.uk
Free! Home-built medium wheelbase bike (pedal above front wheel); 27”R/18”F wheels, 30 gears (via
intermediate drive). Requires a seat to make it a runner; alternatively it’s a useful collection of bits...
Viewable on the web at: http::/www.netkonect.co.uk/~halsall/hpv.htm
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John Lafford, Leonidas, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Phone / fax 01672 540384
SUN Rim, ME14A clincher, 24”, 28 hole, aero section. Hard anodised brown finish.
SUN Mistral, clincher rim, 24”, 32 hole, standard section. Silver alloy finish.
Vittoria Crono CS tubular tyre 20-24”. 8-11bar. Kevlar.
Panaracer Tecnova II clincher tyre.24” x 1”, 125psi.
Kenda inner tube. 24” x 1 1/8”.
HOPE rear hub. Shimano compatible. 24 hole. Silver finish.
HOPE rear hub cassette body. Shimano compatible. Silver finish.
Titanium front axle. 9mm dia x 106mm long. Hollow.
Seat post. 34.8mm dia carbon fibre x 400mmlong. 245 grams.
Mavic G3, 3 spoke carbon fibre front wheel on narrow hub. (as new).
Time Criterium Clipless pedals. (only used for photo shoot).

£20.00 each
£20.00 each
£33.00 each
£15.95 each
£5.00 each
£120.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£150.00
£40.00

Tom Culver, 15 Addington Square, London, SE5 7JZ
Phone 0171 701 4097
Windcheetah - little over 3,000 kilometres, equipped for touring with mirror, mudguards, seat bag, dynamo lights and flag £1500 o.n.o.

Phil Skoyles
Phone 01892 722890
E-mail: p.skoyles@which.net
I have a few metres of 50mm diameter x 1mm wall seamless tubing to sell. It is not cheap and costs in the
region of £10.80 per metre...

Pete Cox, c/o Dept. TRS, University College Chester, Cheyney Road,
Chester, CH1 4BJ
Wanted - "Bram Moens" style moulded seat. Anybody got an old one from a dead / dormant project
they'd be willing to sell?

Recumbent UK

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Each issue includes news, technical columns, product tests, completely
unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a dealer guide
and much much more.
Trial issue : £2.50
1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £9.00
Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee
.
send in your name,telephone number, area/country and the details.
Next Issue : June 1998
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Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill
Olveston BS12 3BZ

